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Location, location, location. That’s the answer always offers for the three key components of real 

estate. When it comes to managing information on the business end, the same formula for 

success calls for a software as a service solution, which allows information from all other 

locations -- lead generation, CRM,  website activity, and mobile apps -- to come together to yield 

optimum insight and predictive analytics. That’s the service that ZipRealty delivers to its 

subscribers with its new white-label Powered by Zip solution. 

 

I connected with and Xavier Zang, President of Powered by Zip,  via email to get some more 

insight into how SaaS is put to work for the real estate industry and its latest offering, which just 

launch in late April of this year. ZipRealty had offered SaaS solutions to real estate brokers for a 

few years now, including a “co-branded solution” that is based not only on a standard 

subscription fee but also on “success fees for transactions closed.” 

 

I asked why the cloud platform serves as the best software solution for a real estate business. He 

answered:  “Our SaaS platform gives real estate agents the ability to develop relationships and 

deliver personalized service throughout the sales cycle, engage with consumers at key moments 

throughout their process and ultimately close more real estate transactions.”  Keeping everything 

together in a “cloud-based solution” eliminates the need for the realtors to work on connecting 

various systems and “frees them to focus on their core business – real estate.” Another advantage 

of the subscription service is that it keeps them up to do at “on the latest and best version of our 

software.”  

 

 Zang explained what goes into the system.  “An integrated, flexible technology solution, the 

new software includes a connected website, mobile app and mobile-optimized CRM (known as 

Zap) that provide brokers and agents with real-time consumer insight.”  The new white- label 

platform also builds on “ZipRealty’s award-winning mobile app and our proprietary CRM Zap − 

a sophisticated, mobile-optimized tool.” 

 
The system also uses predictive analytics to assign scores to customer activity that real estate 

professionals can use to make more efficient use of their time. The analytics are designed for both “buy-

side and sell-side transactions,” according to Zang, who added “the exact set of inputs and how they 

are used is a trade secret.”   

 

I asked Zang what type of activity triggers the algorithms to identity a customer as a serious 

buyer worth the agent’s time.  Without giving away the secret sauce, he answered: 

 

Some of the inputs to our lead scoring include:  

1) the frequency and nature of consumer interaction with our tools 

2) the frequency and nature of consumer/agent contact 

3) consumer usage pattern changes 

4) other proprietary analytics 

 

Some specifics include:  
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 when a consumer registers on the site 

 how many times a registered user logs onto our site during the day, week or month 

 the number of times a user has saved a home on our site  

 

 

As for the success of the SaaS models, Zang said that while it is too early to show results for the 

latest product launch, though he can say that threes of the clients for the white label product “are 

existing co-branded clients who chose to deepen their relationship with us.” That’s not altogether 

surprising as the economic model it can boast of over “$600 million in home sales in the few 

short years it’s been on the market.” Client reach has grown, too; “615 agents were signed on to 

PbZ,” which includes subscribers to the new and the older platforms, by the end of the first 

quarter of 2014. 

 

During the spring and summer, home sales tend to heat up. Perhaps now even more realtors will 

start looking into SaaS as their own solution for closing more sales this year with the benefit of 

predictive analytics.   

 

 


